Intro to Photo Class One

Self Portraiture
Name
Pronouns
What made you want to take this class?
What is your experience with photo?
What kind of equipment do you have?
What is the value of a selfie?

"There is a popular notion that the photographer is by nature a voyeur, the last one invited to the party. But I'm not crashing; this is my party. This is my family, my history."- Nan Goldin

- Selfies can make you more comfortable standing in front of a camera as well as behind one.
- They can tell stories and show growth/specific time periods in your life.
- They give control to the subject of the image (YOU!)
Strategies in Self Portraiture

● Set a self timer!
● Use both your camera’s- your front and back facing.
● Try filming yourself and screen capturing
● Shoot A LOT- no, more than that.
● Don’t always go for the image you look best in.
Do it! Bring in a self portrait (or a few) for the next class. See you then! - :)